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Abstract 
In this paper, we consider the characterization of fibrations that are also cofibrations from homo- 
topy and homology points of view. The results of this paper are extensions of Alonso’s theorem. 
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1. Introduction 
Recall that the fibration F t E + B is also a cofibration if the induced map 
E U CF + B is a homotopy equivalence. The fibration 
K(Q/Z, n) + K(Z, n + 1) -+ K(Q, n + l), n > 1, 
is an example which was pointed out by Milgram [12]. Alonso [l] proved the following 
necessary and sufficient condition for a fibration to be a cofibration. Assume that all 
spaces have the homotopy type of connected CW-complexes in this paper. 
Theorem 1.1 [l, (2.10)al. Thejibration F + E -+ B is also a cojibration ifand only if 
there exists a set of primes P such that one of the homologies, g,(F) and E, (L’B), is 
P’-torsion and the other is P-local, where Pi is the set of primes complementary to P. 
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In this paper, we consider the characterization of fibrations that are also cofibrations. 
In fact, Alonso [2] also proved the following characterization theorem. 
Theorem 1.2 [2, Theorem 11. Let (*) F + E 5 B be a fibration with E nilpotent. 
Then (*) is also a cojibration if and only if one of the following cases holds: 
(i) f is a homotopy equivalence. 
(ii) B is l-connected and f is a P-localizing map of nilpotent spaces, for some set 
of primes P. 
(iii) (*) is homotopy equivalent to the trivialjbration F --+ F x B -+ B, where F is 
P-local and fi,(QB) is P’-torsion, for some set of primes P. 
It is well known that F is nilpotent if E is nilpotent [lo]. Then we have the following 
generalization of Theorem 1.2. 
Theorem 1.3. Let (*) F + E 3 B be a fibration with F nilpotent. Then (*) is also a 
cofibration if and only if ( ) * is of the type of those in Theorem 1.2. 
Proof. If 7~ (B) # 0, it follows from [ 1, (2.1O)c] that f has to be an acyclic map. 
Then r](F) is both perfect and nilpotent, hence trivial. By Whitehead’s theorem, f is 
a homotopy equivalence. Assume now that ~1 (B) = 0. It is easy to prove that E is 
nilpotent if F is nilpotent and B is l-connected, cf. [lo, Theorem 11.2.21. So (*) is of 
the type of (ii) and (iii) in Theorem 1.2. 
Recall that F is nilpotent if ~1 (F) is nilpotent and ~1 (F) acts nilpotently on 7rn(F) 
for all n > 2. In [2], Alonso pointed out that if ~1 (F) acts trivially on 7rn(F) for all 
n 2 2, then for every set of primes P, there are fibrations that are also cofibrations which 
are not of the type of those in Theorem 1.3. 
In this paper, we extend Theorem 1.3 from homotopy and homology points of view. 
In fact, we shall prove 
Theorem A. Let (*) F + E 4 B be a$bration with ~1 (F) nilpotent. Then (*) is also 
a coJibration if and only if one of the following cases holds: 
(i) f is a homotopy equivalence. 
(ii) B is l-connected and f is a P-localizing map of spaces, for some set of primes P. 
(iii) (*) is homology equivalent to the trivial jibration Ep + Ep x B -+ B, where 
Ep is the P-localization of E and fi, (0B) is PI-torsion, for some set of primes P. 
Theorem B. Let (*) F + E + B be a$bration with F prenilpotent. Then (*) is also 
a cojbration cfand only if one of the following cases holds: 
(i) (*) is homology equivalent to a jibration F’ --t E’ 3 B, where f’ is a homotopy 
equivalence and F’ is nilpotent. 
(ii) B is l-connected and (*) is homology equivalent to a$bration F’ + E’ s B, 
where f’ is a P-localizing map of nilpotent spaces, for some set of primes P. 
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(iii) (*) is homology equivalent to a trivialjbration F’ + F’ x B A B, where F’ is 
nilpotent and P-local, and H,(.G’B) is P’-torsion, for some set of primes P. 
We also prove 
Theorem C. Let (*) F -+ E 5 B be a fibration with ~1 (F) peeect. Then (*) is also 
a cojibration if and only if one of the following cases holds: 
(i) f is the Quillen “+” construction. 
(ii) B is l-connected and f is the Wojtkowiak “+P” construction [15], for some set 
of primes P. 
(iii) (*) is homology equivalent to the trivialfibration F+p -+ F+p x B + B, where 
FfP is the Wojtkowiak “+P” construction and fi,(OB) is P’-torsion, for some set of 
primes P. 
We call that the fibration (*) F -_) E + B is homology equivalent to the fibration 
(*)’ F’ 3 E’ + B if there exists a homotopy commutative diagram 
F-E---+B 
I 4 il 
F’-E’-B 
with cy and p inducing an isomorphism in homology. If Q! and p are homotopy equiva- 
lences, then we call that (*) is homotopy equivalent to (*)‘. 
Remark. Note that nilpotent spaces are prenilpotent [7]. If F is nilpotent in Theorems 
A and B, then F is homotopy equivalent to Ep in Theorem A, and F is homotopy 
equivalent to F’ in Theorem B, by the generalized Whitehead theorem [6]. Therefore 
Theorem A or B implies Theorem 1.3. 
2. Localization 
In this section we shall prove two preliminary theorems for Theorem A. Localization 
of nilpotent spaces [lo] has been extended to arbitrary connected CW-complexes in [5], 
and the properties of localization of nilpotent spaces are very different from the properties 
of localization of spaces. In order to explain the difference between them, we collect here 
what is needed. 
Theorem 2.1 [lo]. Let X and Y be nilpotent and f : X + Y a map. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) f : X + Y is a P-localization; 
(ii> .f* : 7L,(X) + 7y,(Y) is a P-localization for all n > 1; 
(iii) f* : H,(X) + H,(Y) is a P-localization for all n > 1. 
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Theorem 2.2 [5]. Let 1: X + Xp be a P-localization. Then 
(i) the induced homomorphism 1 * : ~1 (X) + ~1 (Xp) is a P-localization in the cat- 
egory of groups; 
(ii) 7riTn(Xp) is P- local for all n > 2; 
(iii) the induced homomorphism 1, : E,(X) -+ il,(X,) is a P-bijectionfor all n 3 1. 
Now, we prove 
Theorem 2.3. Let 1: X + Xp be a P-localization. If ~1 (X) is nilpotent, then 
2, : H,(X) + ii, . is a P-localization for all n 3 1. 
Proof. Note that the homomorphism 1, : I?n(X) + il,(Xp) is a P-localization for all 
n > 1 if and only if I, is a P-bijection and ii, is P-local for all n 3 1. Consider 
the fibration 2, + Xp + K(7rt (Xp), 1) and its fibrewise P-localization [ll], i.e., 
XP _XP F K(v (XP), 1) 
where Xp is the universal cover of Xp, and e is a P-localization of nilpotent spaces. 
By Theorem 2.2(ii), I, = rr,(Xp) is P-local for all n b 2, then e is a homotopy 
equivalence by (i) H (ii) in Theorem 2.1, and so is P. It follows from (i) ti (iii) in 
Theorem 2.1 that gi,((_%p)p; Z/p) = 0 for all n > 1 and p 4 P. By the Leray-Serre 
spectral sequence, 
Fk((XPgk Z/P) 4 k(qm(XP), 1); VP) 
for all n > 1 and p $ P. It follows that 
H,(Xp; Z/p) 2 I%((Xp$; Z/P) 3 kL(K(flI(XP), 1); Z/P) 
- 
for all n > 1 and p $ P. If 7ri (X) IS nilpotent, then ~1 (Xp) is nilpotent and P-local by 
Theorem 2.2(i). This implies that 
fi&+(Xi4,1);.Q) = 0 
for all n 3 1 and p $ P, and then jin(Xp; Z/p) = 0 for all n >, 1 and p $4 P, i.e., 
gn(Xp) is P-local for all n > 1. By Theorem 2.2(iii), 1, : fin(X) -+ fi,(Xp) is a 
P-localization. 
Theorem 2.4. Let f* : g,(X) -+ En(Y) b e a P-localizationfor all n > 1. If 7rl(X) is 
nilpotent and Y is l-connected, then f : X + Y is a P-localization of spaces. 
Proof. Let I : X + Xp be a P-localization of spaces. Since Y is l-connected and ii,(Y) 
is P-local, then, by the definition of localization of spaces, there exists a unique map 
g : Xp -+ Y such that go1 e f. It follows from Theorem 2.3 that 1, : E,(X) + il,(Xp) 
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is a P-localization for all n 3 1, hence g+ : H,(Xp) -+ E,(Y) is an isomorphism for 
all n > 1: If xt (X) is nilpotent, then ~1 (Xp) is nilpotent by Theorem 2.2(i). gi (Y) = 0 
implies Ht (X,) = 0, and so 7rt (Xp) is perfect, then Xp is l-connected. Therefore g is 
a homotopy equivalence by Whitehead’s theorem, i.e., f : X -+ Y is a P-localization. 
3. The proof of Theorem A 
Theorem 3.1. Let 1: X + Xp be a P-localization. If Xp is l-connected, then the 
jibration F + X + Xp is also a cofibration. 
Proof. If Xp is l-connected, then 6?(Xp) is connected and nilpotent. By Theorem 2.2(ii) 
and Theorem 2.1, il,,(Q(Xp)) is P-local. It follows from Theorem 2.2(iii) that 
1, : i&(X; Zp) + i&(X,; Zp) 
is an isomorphism for all n 3 1. This implies tin (F; Zp) = 0 by the Leray-Serre spectral 
sequence [14], i.e., E,(F) is P’-torsion. By Theorem 1.1, the fibration F + X + Xp 
is also a cofibration. 
Remark. If X is l-connected, the similar theorem was proved by Schiffman [13] and 
Wojtkowiak [lSj. If X is nilpotent, the similar theorem was proved by Alonso [l]. 
Theorem 3.2. Let thefibration (*) F -+ E -+ B be homology equivalent to thefibration 
(*)’ F’ + E’ + B. I’ (*) ’ is also a cojibration, then so is (*). 
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 1.1. 
Proof of Theorem A. (+) Let the fibration F + E 4 B be also a cofibration. Since 
&-) is free, there are just three possibilities by Theorem 1.1. 
Case 1. rig] (B) # 0, and this implies G,(F) = 0 for all n 3 1 by [ 1, (2.1O)cl. 
Case 2. TV = 0, fi,(RB) is P-local and k*(F) is P-torsion, for some set of 
primes P. 
Case 3. xl(B) = 0, k*(f2B) is P’-torsion and g*(F) is P-local, for some set of 
primes P. 
In Case 1 we see that rri (F) is nilpotent. Hence Hi (F) = 0 implies rri (F) = 0, and 
F is trivial. By Whitehead’s theorem, f is a homotopy equivalence. 
In Case 2, Alonso [2, Lemma l] proved that 
f* : it@) -+ i?,(B) 
is a P-localization for all n > 1. Note that 7ri (F) + ~1 (E) is an epimorphism since B 
is l-connected, so xi (E) is nilpotent. By Theorem 2.4, f : E + B is a P-localization of 
spaces. 
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That leaves us with Case 3. In it, consider the following homotopy commutative 
diagram 
FP 
where 1, and 1, are P-localizations of spaces and e is a P-localization of l-con- 
nected spaces, and F’ is the homotopy fibre of fp. Since fi,(L?B) is P’-torsion, 
0 = {I?,(L’B))p 2 k,((RB)p); this, together with the fact that (L?B)p N L?(Bp) 
[lo], implies that k,(R(Bp)) = 0, and it follows that Bp N *. Thus j : F’ --+ Ep is a 
homotopy equivalence. 
Note that F + E + B is also a cofibration, so that we have the long exact homology 
sequence 
. . . A ii,(F) + i&(E) + ii,,(B) -+ i%,(F) + .... 
This implies that 
. . . + (&(F))p + (jr,(E)), -+ (fk(B))p --) (b(F))p + ..’ 
is exact. 
It follows from Theorem 2.3 that (fin(F))p 2 g,(Fp) and (fi,(E))p ” ii,( 
By Theorem 2.1, (ii,(B))p ” E,(Bp). This implies that 
... + iin + &(Ep) t ii, + ii,_, + ... 
is exact. 
Note that Bp N *, hence i,* : gn (Fp) -+ gn (Ep) is an isomorphism for all 
n 3 1; this, together with the fact that j : F’ + Ep is a homotopy equivalence, im- 
plies that h, : nn(Fp) t @,(F’) is an isomorphism for all n > 1. By Theorem 2.3, 
1 F.+ : &z(F) + Kz(F > p IS a P-localization since rl(F) is nilpotent. In Case 3, E,(F) 
is P-local for all n 2 1, so that Z,, : E,(F) + fin (Fp) is an isomorphism for all n 3 1. 
Therefore g+ : E,(F) + &(F’) is an isomorphism for all n > 1. 
Let k = (ZE, f) : E + Ep x B, then there exists the following homotopy commutative 
diagram 
FME-----+B 
+,i ki 11 
EP --+EpxB-B 
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Note that (j o g)* : fin(F) + tin (Ep) is an isomorphism for all n > 1, then the 
homomorphism induced by k on the Serre spectral sequence with trivial coefficients 





E s+t = &(B; &(EP)) -%+t(Ep x B) 
is an isomorphism at the E2-level. It follows that k, : g,(E) + E, (Ep x B) is an 
isomorphism for all n 3 1, i.e., the fibration F + E t B is homology equivalent to 
the trivial fibration Ep + Ep x B + B. 
(+) This is trivial for (i), and for (ii) it follows from Theorem 3.1. For (iii), use 
Theorem 3.2. This ends the proof of Theorem A. 
Corollary 3.3. Let 1: X + Xp be a P-localization. If ~1 (X) is nilpotent, then the 
jibration F -+ X 5 Xp is also a cojbration if and only if Xp is l-connected or 1 is a 
homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. (6) This is trivial. (+) Since ~1 (X) is nilpotent, xl(F) is nilpotent by the 
following exact sequence 
rrl(X~) -+ ni(E) + V(X) + I. 
If Xp is not l-connected, by Theorem A, 1 is a homotopy equivalence. 
Remark. If X is nilpotent, the similar corollary was proved by Alonso [l]. 
4. The proof of Theorem B 
We shall need some preliminary lemmas before proving Theorem B. When dealing 
with Z,-completion of spaces, we use the notation and terminology of [4], where 2 
denotes the set of integers. In particular, we need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 4.1 [4, Corollary III 5.41. rf X is nilpotent, then the Z,-completion X -+ 
Z,(X) is a homotopy equivalence. 
Lemma 4.2 [4, Lemma I 5.51. A map f : X + Y induces an isomorphism f* : g,(X) + 
E,(Y) if and only if it induces a homotopy equivalence Z,(X) + Z,(Y). 
Lemma 4.3 [4, Corollary I 8.31. Let F --+ E + B be a jibration. Then Zoo(F) is the 
jbre of the jibration i,(E) -+ B. 
Lemma 4.4 [4, Lemma II 5.11. Let F + E + B be a fibration. If ~1 (B) = 0, then 
Zoo(F) --+ Z,(E) + Zoo(B) is also a jibration. 
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Recall that F is prenilpotent [7] if there is a map g : F + N such that 
(i) the induced map g* : k(F) + fi* (N) is an isomorphism, 
(ii) the space N is nilpotent. 
Theorem 4.5. The space F is prenilpotent if and only if the Z,-completion F + 
Z,(F) induces an isomorphism in homology and Z,(F) is nilpotent. 
Proof. (s=) This is trivial. (+) Let g : F + N be a homology isomorphism to a nilpotent 
space N. Consider the following homotopy commutative diagram 
where the vertical maps are Z,-completions. Then Z,(g) : Z,(F) 5 2, (N) by 
Lemma 4.2. Note that N N Z,(N) by Lemma 4.1, hence Z,(F) is nilpotent. Then 
Z,-completion F -+ Z,(F) induces an isomorphism in homology. 
Proof of Theorem B. (+) This follows from Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 1.3. (+) Let 
the fibration (*) F + E -+ B be also a cofibration. By Theorem 1 .l, there are just three 
possibilities. 
Case 1. nt(B) # 0, and this implies g,(F) = 0 for all n 3 1 by [l, (2.1O)cl. 
Case 2. ~1 (B) = 0, k*(flB) is P-local and g,(F) is P-torsion, for some set of 
primes P. 
Case 3. ~1 (B) = 0, fi,(QB) is P-torsion and I?*(F) is P-local, for some set of 
primes P. 
For Case 1, consider the fibrewise Z,-completion of the fibration F + E f, B. By 




Since F is prenilpotent, by Theorem 4.5, Z,(F) is nilpotent and fi, (Z, (F)) = 0 for 
all n 3 1, and hence Z,(F) Y *, i.e., f’ is a homotopy equivalence. This implies that the 
fibration F + E --+ B is homology equivalent to the fibration Z,(F) + 2, (E) + B. 
For Case 2 and Case 3, by Lemma 4.4, the following diagram is homotopy commutative 
F-E-B 
i 1 I 
Zw(F) - Zm (E) -Z,(B) 
where the vertical maps are Z,-completions, and B N ZOO(B) by Lemma 4.1. If F is 
prenilpotent, then the map F + Z,(F) induces an isomorphism and Z,(F) is nilpotent 
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by Theorem 4.5. It follows from the Leray-Serre spectral sequence [ 1 l] that the map 
E --+ Z,(E) induces an isomorphism in homology, i.e., the fibration F -+ E + B is 
homology equivalent to the fibration Zm(F) + Zoo(E) --+ B. By Theorem 1.3, either 
Z,(E) + B is P-localization or the fibration Z,(F) -+ Z,(E) + B is homotopy 
equivalent to the trivial fibration Z,(F) + Z,(F) x B + B. This ends the proof of 
Theorem B. 
5. The proof of Theorem C 
Example 5.1 [8]. Gersten showed that the fibration F + BGL(R) + BGL(R)+ is 
also a cofibration. 
Hausmann and Husemoller generalized Example 5.1. 
Example 5.2 [9, Theorem 2.51. The fibration F -+ X -+ Xf is also a cofibration, 
where X+ is the Quillen “+” construction. 
In [15], Wojtkowiak generalized the Quillen “+” construction to “+P” construction 
for some set of primes P. Denote that Zp is the ring of integers localized at P. 
Theorem 5.3 [ 15, Theorem 21. Let X be a space with H1 (K(nl (X), 1); Zp) = 0. Then 
there exists a space X+p and a map i : X + X+p such that 
(i) XfP is l-connected, 
(ii) i, : fin(X) --+ fi,(X+p) is a P-localization for all n 3 1. 
We call that this map i :X t X +J’ is the Wojtkowiak “+P” construction. 
Theorem 5.4 [15, Theorem 31. Let X be a space such that HI (K(~Q (X), 1); Zp) = 0. 
Then the jbration F + X + XfP is also a cofibration. 
The relation between the Wojtkowiak “+P” construction and P-localization of spaces 
is the following. 
Theorem 5.5. Let X be a space such that fi, (K(7rl (X), 1); Z,) = 0 and r1 (X) nilpo- 
tent. Then X+p N Xp. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 5.3. 
To be similar to Theorem 2.4, we prove that the converse of Theorem 5.3 is true. 
When dealing with fi,(-; Zp)-localization of spaces, we use the terminology of [3]. 
Theorem 5.6. Let f* : E,(X) + &(Y) b e a P-localization for all n > 1. If Y is 
l-connected and E, (K(7rl (X), 1); Zp) = 0, then f : X + Y is the Wojtkowiak “+P” 
construction. 
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Proof. Let i : X + X+p be the Wojtkowiak “+P” construction by Theorem 5.3. Note 
that Y is l-connected and H,(Y) is P-local, then Y is H,(-; Zp)-local. By Theorem 
5.3, 
i, : il,(X; Zp) -+ H,(x+P; Zp) 
is an isomorphism for all n 3 1, i.e., i :X + XfP is fi,(-; Zp)-equivalent. It fol- 
lows from the definition of fi,(-; Zp)-localization of spaces that there exists a map 
g:x+p -+ Y such that g o i E f. Note that f* : fin(X) + E,(Y) and i, : E,(X) + 
&n(X+p) are P-localizations for all n > 1, this implies that g* : fi,(X+p) + g,(Y) 
is an isomorphism for all n > 1. Hence g : X+p + Y is a homotopy equivalence, i.e., 
f : X + Y is the Wojtkowiak “+P" construction. 
Proof of Theorem C. (=x) Let the fibration (*) F + E 4 B be also a cofibration. 
Then there are just three possibilities by Theorem 1.1. 
Case 1. ri(B) # 0, and this implies En(F) = 0 for all n > 1 by [l, (2.1O)cl. 
Case 2. 7ri (B) = 0, g,(RB) is P-local and g*(F) is P’-torsion, for some set of 
primes P. 
Case 3. 7rt (B) = 0, fi* (RB) is P/-torsion and I?*(F) is P-local, for some set of 
primes P. 
In Case 1, by [15, Theorem 61, f is the Quillen “t” construction. 
In Case 2, since fii (F) is P’-torsion, i.e., Hr (F; Zp) = 0, and B is l-connected, then 
Hi (E; Zp) = 0, it follows that fii (K(rri (E), 1); Zp) = 0. In [2, Lemma I], Alonso 
proved that f+ : fin(E) + fin(B) is a P-localization for all n > 1. By Theorem 5.6, 
f : E + B is the Wojtkowiak “+P” construction. 
In Case 3, since xl(F) is perfect, i.e., I?,(F) = 0, then iii (K(rl(F), 1); Zp) = 0, 
and Et (K(7ri (E), 1); Zp) = 0. S o we can apply the Wojtkowiak “+P” construction to 
F and E. Note that B is l-connected, then the P-localization Bp is @,(-; Zp)-local. 
By Theorem 5.3, i, : g,(E; Zp) + gn(E +p; Zp) is an isomorphism for all n > 1, i.e., 
i : E + E+p is fi,(-; Zp)-equivalent. Therefore there exists a map-f+, : E+p + Bp 
such that eof N f+P~iE, where e : B + Bp is a P-localization. Let F be the homotopy 
fibre of f+p. Then we have the following homotopy commutative diagram 
Since fi,(flB) is P’-torsion, Bp = *. Then g is a homotopy equivalence. Note that 
F + E -+ B is also a cofibration, so that we have the long exact homology sequence 
. . . + ii,(F) + fin(E) -+ i?,(B) + iin_I(F) --+. . . . 
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By Theorem 5.3, the sequence 
‘. . --+ ii,(F+q + il,(E+p) -+ H&?p) + Hn_,(F+P) + . . . 
is exact, then j,, is a homotopy equivalence, and so is h. Let 
k = (h-l o g-l, f) : E + F+p x B, 
then there exists the following homotopy commutative diagram 
F-E-B 
%E 
,I kl Il. 
F+P -FfP x B-B 
Since E*(F) is P-local, by Theorem 5.3, i,* : E,(F) + gn(F+p) is an isomorphism 
for all n > 1. It follows from the Leray-Serre spectral sequence [ 141 that k, : g,(E) -+ 
I!?,(F+~ x B) is an isomorphism for all n > 1, i.e., the fibration (*) is homology 
equivalent to the trivial fibration FfP --+ F+p x B + B. 
(e) This follows from Example 5.2, Theorem 5.4 and Theorem 3.2. This ends the 
proof of Theorem C. 
Remark. In (i) and (ii) of Theorem C, we do not assume XI (F) perfect condition. Hence 
Theorem C(ii) is a generalization of [ 15, Theorem 51. 
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